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I. INTRODUCTION
. A lot can indeed be learnt from such materials: studying first the 32 interactions of multiple particles in a linear (Newtonian) fluid is crucial to understand their 33 interaction in a nonlinear medium [4, 5] . This knowledge can then be applied to materials 34 closer to applications such as cementitious materials [2, 6] .
35
A key element in the understanding of the rheological behaviour of suspensions is their 36 microstructure [7, 8] . Indeed, the spatial distribution of particles in suspensions is known to 37 depend on the flow history -an anisotropic distribution is induced by shear -, which has an surface [10] or near a transparent boundary. As we will demonstrate here, the proximity of a 48 boundary (a solid wall or a free interface) influences strongly the microstructure and makes 49 it different from the one in the bulk. The bulk microstructure can be obtained only for 50 specific suspensions, where particles and the fluid have the same optical index; a laser sheet 51 can then be used to light a plane embedding a fluorescent stain so as to visualize and identify 52 particles in two dimensions (2D) [11, 12] . Obtaining a three dimensional microstructure 53 then implies to displace the position of the laser sheet. Confocal microscopy can also be used 54 for micron-sized particles [18, 19] , submitted to Brownian diffusion, that is in competition 55 with shear flow, quantified by the Peclet number (being the ratio of hydrodynamic over 56 thermal forces). Here we choose to use non intrusive X-ray techniques as a promising tool 57 to image in the bulk suspensions in three dimensions (3D).
58
In this paper, we present the technique we developed to image in 3D the microstructure 59 of suspensions of non-Brownian particles, using X-ray computed tomography (CT) and then 60 identifying by image analysis the particle centers with a sub-voxel resolution. All the details 61 to duplicate our technique are given. We give examples of the information we can get in the 62 case of Newtonian and visco-plastic suspensions. We compute 3D pair distribution functions
63
(pdf) and show that it is possible to get a nearly isotropic microstructure after mixing. Under 64 shear, this microstructure becomes anisotropic in the shear plane (velocity-velocity gradient 65 plane), whereas it is nearly isotropic in the two other planes (velocity-vorticity and velocity 66 gradient-vorticity planes). When changing the plane of shear (from a squeeze flow to a 67 rotation flow), the microstructure reorganizes to follow this change of shear plane. While it 68 is known that for Newtonian suspensions the anisotropy is independent on the shear rate, we 69 show that for a visco-plastic suspension it depends on it. Finally, we study the structuration 70 close to boundaries and we evidence particle alignment along both solid surfaces and more 71 surprisingly along free interfaces.
72
In Sec II, we present the principles of our study and we provide the details on the studied 73 suspensions and the set-up. Sec III is devoted to the X-ray tomography technique and to the 74 method we developed to identify particles center and compute pair distribution functions.
75
In Sec IV, we present various examples of the microstructure of Newtonian and visco-plastic The sketch (a) shows the X-ray source (in white), the imaging device (in green), the rotation (in red) and translation (in blue) stages and the parallel plates set-up (in yellow).
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

78
A. Goals and general principles
79
Our goal is to get enough information at the microstructure scale to guide developments 80 of micro-mechanical models for complex suspensions rheology. Thus, we need to image 81 particles in a flow cell and to characterize their spatial distribution for various flow histories.
82
Our system made of a suspension in a rheometrical set-up should allow for the investiga-
83
tion from small to large space scales, from the length of the dispersed particles to the whole 84 suspension. The flow cell should be large enough to be representative of a macroscopic shear 85 flow, to ensure that the material exhibits a bulk behaviour not influenced by finite size or 86 non local effects [20] , and to get enough statistics for studying the microstructure. This 87 leads us to choose a rheometer equipped with a parallel plates geometry (Fig. 1c) . In the The sample to image is placed on a rotating stage between an X-ray source and a 2D
93
imaging device ( Fig. 1) , which monitors the transmission of X-rays through the sample. In home-made algorithms allow us to refine particle centers positions at a sub-voxel resolution
111
of an order of d/100, that ultimately allows for a fine characterization of the microstructure.
112
Here (Fig. 2a) , the diameter of the parallel plates geometry id D = 2cm, the gap of the 113 geometry is H = 2mm, the size of particles d is between 100µm and 200µm, the size of 114 voxels is 12µm and the final accuracy on the particles centers in most cases presented here 115 is 6µm, but it can be decreased down to 1µm if necessary.
116
X-ray CT imaging may demand a non negligible time for scanning. The time for one scan 117 depends of the X-ray set-up, the suspension properties and the chosen spatial resolution (X-118 ray flux, number of radiographs, time exposure, ... 
157
The behaviour of the visco-plastic fluid is well described by a Herschel-Bulkley law, relating 158 the shear stress τ to the shear rateγ, with τ y = 26Pa and K = 5.1Pa.s 0.5 :
valid in the steady flow regime, i.e. for stresses larger than the yield stress τ y . The elastic 160 contribution to its behaviour is accounted for by the elastic shear modulus G = 250Pa.
161
More details on the rheology of both background (Newtonian and visco-plastic) fluids,
162
with and without particles, in [5] and [24] respectively. 
C. X-ray microtomography
164
In this study, we used the X-ray microtomography device of Laboratoire Navier, made ensure a low X-ray absorption by the set-up (Fig. 1c) . This set-up can be inserted in the is put on the rotating stage for imaging. During the whole duration of X-ray imaging, the 198 parallel plates set-up is blocked. We checked that our ex-situ experiments (moved from the 199 rheometer to the X-ray CT set-up) lead to the same results as in-situ ones (for which both
200
shear and imaging are on the spot).
201
In a parallel plates geometry, when rotation is imposed to the top plate at a rate Ω 202 while keeping fixed the bottom plate (Fig. 2b) , the force balance equation and boundary 203 conditions (no slip at the two plates) predict a simple shear of the fluid in the orthoradial 204 plane (θz), the single non-zero value of the shear rate tensor being:
with an azimuthal velocity: 
Note that by symmetry, the shear has a different sign in the upper and lower part of the 217 suspension through the central surface at z = 0.
218
In order to shear the material in a parallel plates geometry, it is first poured on the 
228
In all the text, the 3D images I we work with are fields of absorption coefficients encoded 229 as intensity levels without unit measurement. In practice, 16 bits images have been used
230
(grey levels between 0 and 2 16 -1).
231 Figure 4 shows the typical greylevel profile of a particle: grey levels of all voxels in the 232 neighborhood of a particle are plotted against the distance r to the voxel considered to be 233 its center. Assuming the density of the particles to be uniform, one would have expected a
234
Heaviside-like shape for such plots, with a uniform grey level for r lower than the particle 235 radius (of the order of 6 voxels), corresponding to the absorption coefficient of PMMA or
236
PS, and another (larger) uniform grey level for larger r, corresponding to the absorption of
Absorption levels (without unit measurement, included between 0 and 2 16 − 1) of voxels over one particle and its close neighbourhood in the visco-plastic suspension at a solid fraction φ 40%, as a function of the distance r to its center, from the raw and filtered images I (a) and
the fluid.
238
Actual profiles first differ from ideal profiles because of natural random image noise, which 
242
The second discrepancy with respect to the ideal situation takes the form of a gradual 243 increase of the average grey levels for r varying from about 3 to 7 voxels. While there 244 are still fluctuations associated to natural image noise, the smooth progressive increase of 245 the average grey level is due to the limited spatial resolution of the CT imaging device.
246
Indeed the grey level of a given voxel in the reconstructed image should be considered as 
voxels, which explains that the sharp theoretical particle-matrix interface is degraded into 256 a smooth interface with a thickness of about 5 voxels.
257
A third discrepancy is for r larger than 7 voxels, where the profile seems to tend on 258 average to a uniform grey level, expected to be related to the absorption coefficient of the 259 fluid, but with much larger fluctuations than within the particles. This might be due to 260 other neighbor particles: the voxels that are close to the latter will exhibit a lower grey level 261 than those further away.
262
In the following, we will finally take advantage of these (slightly) inhomogeneous grey 263 level profiles of particles in order to determine accurately their position.
264
Below we describe the successive steps. First, we detect approximately particle centers 265 as the local minimum absorption and we get rid of false and multiple detections. Second,
266
we refine particle center positions at a sub-voxel resolution by using the symmetry of the in-
267
creasing absorption around the center. Finally, we explain how we compute pair distribution 268 functions.
269
A. Detection of particles
270
We process the 3D images with 3D morphological operations within Matlab. We use as Gaussian filter of characteristic size noise = 1 voxel:
where the symbol * refers to the convolution operator: (f * I)(x 0 ) =
and I f is the image we work with in the following steps ( Fig. 4 and 5 ). This filtering 279 operation has a long-range effect even in the case of a small value for the length noise , due
280
to the extended range of integration in the convolution operation; in practice, the integration 281 is realized over a size of 21x21x21 voxels, chosen after we checked that a larger size does not 282 change the value of I f .
283
Second, we extract the positions of voxels showing a local minimum of absorption as a 284 first estimation of the particle centers.
285
False detections corresponding to local extrema in the air, the plates or the fluid, as well 286 as multiple detections (several centers for the same particle) are possible. In practice, they 287 represent less than 1% of all detections; however, we do get rid of these false and multiple 288 detections thanks to the two following steps.
289
• We first note that X-ray absorption coefficients of air µ air , particles µ particles and 290 suspending fluids µ f luid are well separated and sorted according to:
To get rid of false detections, we build an histogram of the values of absorption of 292 the detected extrema (Fig. 6 ). In practice, we do not use the value of the extrema, value of r min was varied excessively from 1 to 15 voxels corresponding to 0.1d and 315 1.3d, with d, the particle diameter. We see that for r min < 9 voxel, the volume 316 317 fraction φ ∞ is unchanged, and corresponds to the volume fraction of the prepared 318 particles in the suspension; for larger values of r min , the measured volume fraction φ ∞ 319 decreases strongly, showing that some relevant particles are lost. Figure 7b shows the 320 distribution of inter particle distances for the identified first neighbors for all r min ≤ 9.
321
All distributions are superimposed, but there is clearly an excess of neighbours at 322 small distances for r min < 6, which likely corresponds to multiple centers for the same 323 particle. That is why r min = 6 finally seems to be a good choice (Table II) . Moreover 324 we checked that this choice allows to preserve the quality and quantity of the pdf. properties of the absorption signal over a particle around its center (Fig. 4) .
333
First, the filtered image I f is linearly interpolated at the chosen sub-voxel spatial resolu- Second, an algorithm searches the position (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) in a range ±(δx 0 , δy 0 , δz 0 ), mini-339 mizing ∆I, built to quantify the asymmetry of the signal around this center, defined as:
for values of ∆r = ∆x 2 + ∆y 2 + ∆z 2 smaller than a threshold r sym , taken as 60% of the 341 mean diameter of particles (Tab. II).
342
A compromise between precision and computer time leads us to refine successively the 343 centers positions at 1 voxel first, then 1/2 voxel, until (1/2) n voxel, with n, the integer such 344 that the chosen spatial resolution is reached. i.e. n = 1 is enough.
356 Figure 9 shows the original (non interpolated, i.e. at 1 voxel resolution, n = −1) absorp-357 tion signal I f (without unit measurement) over one particle as a function of distance from 
371
The pair distribution function g( r) is the probability of finding a particle pair separated
. Absorption levels (without unit measurement) of voxels over one particle and its close neighbourhood in the visco-plastic suspension at a solid fraction φ 40% as a function of the distance ∆r to its center, through the different steps (n = −1, 0, 1, 2 in a, b, c, d) of sub-voxel identification based on symmetrisation by the vector r normalized by the mean particle density, so that the asymptotic value of g 373 for large values of || r|| is:
in the absence of macroscopic structure or long-range correlations. Equivalently, g( r) is a 375 normalized probability of finding a (test) particle located at r 0 + r with another (reference) To avoid any finite size or geometry effect on g( r), that would introduce some bias - A) . We choose the definition of:
corresponding to a constant euclidean thickness (or minimal distance of M from the ra- 
425
Euclidean coordinates can in principle be chosen but we believe that non euclidean coor- (ρ 2d cos φ 2d , ρ 2d sin φ 2d ) = ( , ξ), (ρ, ξ) and (ρ, ).
436
Altogether, with the mean particle density (or number of particles per unit volume):
with the total number of particles N , the total volume of the suspension V , the particle 438 concentration (or solid fraction) φ, the particle diameter d, the formula for the 2D pair 439 distribution functions g r , g θ and g z in the (θz), (rz) and (θr) planes respectively (for spatial 440 resolutions δρ and δ , δξ) are:
443
• g z (ρ, ) = P z (ρ, )/n 0v , with P z (ρ, )δV z = N experimental values. Finally, in three dimensions, the expression for the pdf g is: volume δV in the space of pair vectors delimited by r ± δ r.
460
In the following, the analysis of the microstructure will be generally realized, unless spec- of interest. This leads us to choose R 0 = 0.72D/2 ± 0.12D/2, unless specified.
470
In the following, we now illustrate the potential of our technique by analyzing the mi- has the shape of an irregular drop due to its yield stress (Fig. 12) . Here, we analyze the 482 microstructure in a toroidal region (R 0 = 0.36D/2 ± 0.30D/2 and Z 0 = 2.4H ± 1.2H) inside 483 the drop far from solid surfaces and free interfaces (Fig. 12b) .
484
In its initial configuration, we observe that the suspension has at first order an isotropic 485 microstructure: the pair distribution function g( r) does not depend much on the direction 486 r/|| r|| ( Fig. 13 and 19 ). Figure 13 shows g r ( , ξ), g θ (ρ, ξ) and g z (ρ, ): they are roughly 487 the same in the three orthogonal 2D 'planes', with a circular symmetry in each 2D 'plane'. 488 g( r) mostly depends only on the distance || r||. Figure 14b shows the 1D scalar pdf g(|| r||):
489 g(|| r||) = 0 for (and only for) distances || r|| d; it has a maximal value for || r|| d and a
490
second local maxima for || r|| 2d; then g tends to 1 for larger values of || r||.
491
Note that a closer inspection of the 2D pdfs (Fig. 13b) shows that they are not exactly 492 the same and not exactly isotropic: the averages of g r and g θ for distances ρ 2d close to its
) as a function of φ 2d (represented in a polar plot) are not perfectly This may be attributed to vertical flows of the suspension when it is poured on the plate.
497
This almost isotropic experimental pdf is now compared to the numerical pdf obtained 498 when simulating a random distribution of finite-size particles, with a naive rule of exclusion 499 and redistribution (Fig. 14) . The finite-size effect introduced here, arbitrarily governed 500 (i.e. without introducing physical forces), has to be seen as a minimal steric constraint. A 501 a) The technique developed here for the 3D characterization of microstructure allows us 519 a)
16. Pair distribution function g φ (ρ, ξ) after a squeeze flow in the shear plane for z < 0 (a) and for 
+345
• for z > 0). Moreover, Figure 19 shows the 1D scalar plot of g(|| r||): its maxima is 535 larger and tightens (spreads less) in comparison with the case of the non sheared suspension.
536
As previously seen, a closer inspection of the 2D pdfs ( Fig. 17 and 19 ) by looking at aligned with the direction of translation of the bottom plate, which might not be negligible).
543
As a consequence, a suspension initially characterized by a nearly isotropic microstruc- stationary state is reached in terms of shear stress.
555
As already observed for a Newtonian suspension (numerically and experimentally) [7, 14] and as reported in Ovarlez et al. [5] for a visco-plastic suspension, the microstructure 557 a) 
569
More precisely, Figure 18 shows that for distances ρ 2d close to the value of the particles 570 diameter, g r has minimal values for the angles +30
• and +210
• , corresponding to a decrease 571 of the number of pairs in the extensional stress domain; and it has maximal values for the 572 angles +170
• and +350
• , corresponding to an increase of the number of particle pairs aligned 573 roughly with the flow. These two principal extrema can be referred to as an extensional-574 depletion of particle pairs (for the minima of g) and a flow-alignment of particle pairs (for 575 the maxima of g). Whereas the extensional-depletion of particle pairs was already reported
19. Scalar pair distribution functions < g(ρ 2d ) > φ 2d averaged for all values of φ 2d and
plotted as a function of the distance ρ 2d and the angle φ 2d respectively in cartesian coordinates for a visco-plastic suspension at a solid fraction φ 35%. In the first, second and third lines, < g(ρ 2d ) > φ 2d and < g(φ 2d ) > ρ 2d =d±d/6
are computed from g z , g θ and g r in the (θr), (rz) and (θz) planes respectively. Light blue lines correspond to a non sheared suspension, dark blue ones to a suspension sheared by a squeeze flow (in the two bottom and top half-planes z < 0 and z > 0) and red lines correspond to a suspension sheared by rotation.
in the literature for non-Brownian suspensions, the flow-alignment of particle pairs was not, history [5] . This was attributed to the difference in the microstructures jammed at rest after 607 the preshear. As a conclusion, the shear-thinning rheology of the suspending visco-plastic 608 fluid, the presence of a yield stress or its elasticity may be responsible of the influence of the 609 shear rate on the microstructure and the related rheology.
610
E. Bulk microstructure of a Newtonian suspension after a rotational shear flow
611
We now analyse the 3D microstructure of a Newtonian suspension in our parallel plates 612 geometry.
613
It is already known from experiments and numerical simulations that an anisotropic literature, most pdfs are 2D, in the shear plane. The more reliable data were obtained 616 in a Couette geometry, which presents a stress inhomogeneity in the shear plane, whereas 617 the stress inhomogeneity in the parallel plates geometry we use is in the velocity gradient-618 vorticity (zθ) plane. Another difference between these two geometries is that shear stresses 619 and shear rates are imposed in a Couette geometry and in a parallel plates one respectively.
620
Endly, whereas the microstructure in [10, 14] is imaged under a flow, we are using a flow- and φ 44%: they are the same.
631
We can show an extensional-depletion of particle pairs and a flow-alignment of particle 
23. Scalar angular pdf in the shear plane: (a) from Blanc et al in a Couette geometry for φ 35% and φ 45% and in our parallel plates geometry for φ 36% and φ 44% for the same Newtonian suspension; (b) in our parallel plates geometry for a Newtonian suspension at φ 36% and a visco-plastic suspension at φ 37% at a low (10 −2 s −1 ) and high (10s −1 ) shear rate geometry: they found that the angle of the minima θ min of g changes from 21
• to 34
• . More 637 generally, they observed a strong influence of the solid fraction φ on θ min : 4.5
• for φ = 5% 638 and 37
• for φ = 56% [14] .
639
We now compare the values of g(ρ 2d , φ 2d ) averaged close to the particle diameter (ρ = differences. We checked that they are not due to the radial thickness ∆ over which data are 645 averaged nor to the width δρ = d/6 for the average < g(φ 2d ) > ρ 2d =d±δρ , neither the position 646 R 0 of the toroidal region where we compute our pdf. To this date, we cannot explain these 647 differences.
648
We also note that the angular dependence of the pdf < g(φ 2d ) > ρ 2d =d±δρ close to contact 649 of particles in visco-plastic fluids is very close to that in Newtonian suspensions. We note 650 however that the amplitude of the minimum and of the maximum change with the shear 651 rate, which is specific to a nonlinear suspending fluid. It seems that more depletion can be 652 obtained in a visco-plastic fluid at a high shear rate than in a Newtonian fluid.
653
As a conclusion, in our geometry the main difference of microstructure between Newto- as a function of z for smooth and rough surface plates (Fig. 24) . Even when the surfaces 671 a) surfaces after a rotational shear of ≈ 5s −1 for a visco-plastic suspension at a solid fraction φ 40%. have been roughened (Fig. 2c and 24b) , we may observe a few alternate layers of high and 672 low solid fraction values, suggesting about 1 layer of aligned particles laying parallel to the 673 walls. In comparison with the case of smooth surfaces (Fig. 24a) , the layering is reduced for 674 rough surfaces (Fig. 24b) , and is localized close to the solid boundaries, whereas layering 675 comes deep inside the gap for smooth surfaces.
676
This macroscopic layering close to solid boundaries is also visible on pair distribution 677 functions in the shear plane, when comparing pdfs computed close to solid boundaries with 678 pdfs computed in the bulk (far from any solid surface) for smooth solid plates (Fig. 25) . A 679 periodic pattern of strips is superimposed on the bulk microstructure. This effect was already 680 reported by [24, 35] for Newtonian suspensions, so this layering does exist for suspensions 681 of different rheology.
682
As a conclusion, studying the bulk microstructure imposes to be far enough from solid boundaries, even if they are rough. 
704
This can be observed at the macroscopic scale by computing φ pair , the density (number 705 per unit volume, normalized by the solid fraction) of particle doublets in close contact aligned 706 with e θ in toroidal regions at different radial positions R 0 (Fig. 29) . This density is found 707 to increase close to the free interface in a region of width about D/8 (Fig. 29) particles and the fluid, and a coupling with solid walls or with some flows.
711
We observe this specific microstructure near the free interface both for Newtonian and
712
for visco-plastic suspensions in a parallel plates geometry (Fig. 28, Fig. 29 ). Interestingly,
713
this allows us to provide an explanation for the observation of a peak in the flow direction
714
for the first experimental pdfs of Newtonian suspensions reported in the literature [10] 715 and reprinted here (Fig. 30) , which has long been a puzzle. Indeed, pdfs from Parsi et (Fig. 30) , in which such a peak is absent. The same conclusion 721 can thus be drawn from these studies (near and far from the free interface) as from our 722 observations: some peak appears in the pdf in the shear plane corresponding to an over-723 population of particle doublets in close contact in the flow direction near the free surface 724 (Fig. 28, Fig. 30 ). Note that in both cases (parallel plates and Couette geometry) the free 725 surface is orthogonal to vorticity; no prediction can yet be made from our observations for 726 a free surface orthogonal to the velocity gradient, as in a flow along an inclined plane.
727
As a conclusion, studying the bulk microstructure imposes to be far enough from both 728 free interfaces and solid boundaries; this precludes optical studies on non-index-matched 729 suspensions.
730
V. CONCLUSION
731
In this paper, we present a technique we developed to image in 3D hard particle sus- We will usually compute the pdf on toroidal rings of thicknesses ∆R and ∆Z centered 
For a given density n 0v and chosen precisions on the spatial resolution δV and on the pdf 
or equivalently a minimum volume ϑ for the toroidal ring from Eq. (B4).
815
As a numerical example, if we want a precision ∆g = 10 −2 on g( r) and a spatial resolution of g(|| r||) (Fig. 34) . This effect of discretization may appear anyway for large inter-particle 820 distances, because of the use of adaptative spheres. As a compromise, these spatial averages 821 may lead to some underestimate of peak values of g, whether there are large variations of g.
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